Guiding Good Choices Trainer Contract Position
Guiding Good Choices gives families information and tools that work to protect preteens and
teens from the inevitable risks they encounter as they become more independent. Families
learn ways to build or maintain lasting relationships, because teenagers who are more closely
connected to their families have better health and educational outcomes.
Guiding Good Choices is delivered in six 2-hour sessions over the course of six weeks. Before
holding the classes, the trainer would need to be able to attend the virtual training.
•
•
•
•
•

December 5, 2022
December 6, 2022
December 7, 2022
December 8, 2022
December 9, 2022

11 AM - 1 PM AND 2 - 4 PM
11 AM - 1 PM AND 2 - 4 PM
11 AM - 1 PM AND 2 - 4 PM
11 AM - 1 PM AND 2 - 4 PM
11 AM - 2 PM

This is a contract position. Cass County CTC is running a trial of 4 classes over the course of
the 2022-2023 school year. If selected, you would be required to commit to the virtual
training in December and then the 4 sessions of classes (2 in-person sessions and 2 virtual
sessions) through June of 2023. Program evaluation will happen after the first year with the
potential for the program to continue if successful. Each class is taught with two trainers.
Pay will be $15/hour with an estimate of 24 hours total for the training and each session
having about 5 hours’ worth of work. Each course has 6 sessions so about 30 hours total per
session. Classes will be held during evening hours.
Experience:
•
•

Applicant would ideally have preteens or older aged children to have experienced
that stage of parenting.
Applicant must be comfortable facilitating conversations among other parents in both
virtual and in-person settings.

If interested, please email kkocourek@sarpycasshealth.com.

